### Doctoral Reading List

Core Comprehensive Examination in Media Studies  
(Updated August 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Location Codes:**
- Brescia = Brescia University College Library
- DWB = Weldon Library
- HUR = Huron University College Library
- IMS = FIMS GRG
- King’s = King’s University College Library
- PRI = Pride Library
- SPS = St. Peter’s Seminary Library

\[DBW\text{ stack} \quad NX180.S6B68 1993\]


\[\begin{array}{ll}
IMS\text{ stack}\ NO\ LOAN & HD51.B7 \ (1998\ 25th\ anniversary\ edition) \\
DBW\text{ stack} & HD51.B7\ c2,\ c3,\ c4 \\
Kings & HD51.B7 \\
Brescia & HD51.B7
\end{array}\]


\[\begin{array}{ll}
IMS\text{ stack}\ NO\ LOAN & HQ1154.B88 2006 \\
Brescia\ General\ Shelving & HQ1154.B98 2006 \\
HUR\ stack & HQ1154.B88 2006
\end{array}\]


\[\begin{array}{ll}
IMS\text{ stack}\ NO\ LOAN & P91.C33 1992\ c.1,\ c.2 \\
DBW\text{ stack} & P91.C33 1989
\end{array}\]


\[DBW\text{ stack} \quad HM291.D413 1995\ c.1,\ c.2\]


\[\begin{array}{ll}
DBW\text{ stack} & BD181.7.D4713 1996 \\
King's\ Stacks & BD181.7.D47M3e
\end{array}\]


\[\begin{array}{ll}
IMS\text{ stack}\ NO\ LOAN & HC79.H53D94 1999 \\
DBW\text{ stack} & HC79.H53D94 1999
\end{array}\]


\[\begin{array}{ll}
DBW\text{ stack} & CB78.F6813 2002 \\
HUR\ stack & CB78.F6813 2002 \\
King's\ Stacks & AZ101.F6M6e 2002
\end{array}\]


Not available. NB: Other editions of this title are available at Western Libraries.


\[\begin{array}{ll}
IMS\text{ stack}\ NO\ LOAN & GN315.G36 1973 \\
DBW\text{ stack} & GN315.G36 1973\ c.1,\ c.2
\end{array}\]


\[\begin{array}{ll}
DBW\text{ stack} & CB235.G55 1993 \\
King's\ Stacks & CB235.G55B5 1993
\end{array}\]

DBW stack  P90.G4776 2006
King's Stacks  P90.G4776 2006


DBW stack  P95.82.U6G57
King's Stacks  P95.82.U6G57 1980


IMS stack NO LOAN  DG575.G69A5 1992  v.1 1992


IMS stack NO LOAN  HM511.H327 1991
Brescia General Shelving  HM24.H11S92
DBW stack  HM24.H2713 1989
King's Stacks  HM24.H3S8e


DBW stack  HM101.C9


DBW stack  HM101.S848 1996
Also available online through the Western Libraries catalogue.


Also available online through the Western Libraries catalogue.


IMS stack NO LOAN  CB428.H38 1990


IMS stack NO LOAN  HM621.H47 2007
DBW res 3DAY  HM621.H47 2007

---

**Location Codes:**

Brescia = Brescia University College Library | DWB = Weldon Library | HUR = Huron University College Library
IMS = FIMS-GRC | King’s = King’s University College Library | PRI = Pride Library | SPS = St. Peter’s Seminary Library

- IMS stack NO LOAN B3279.H8473P513 2002
- DBW stack B3279.H8473P513 2002
- HUR stack B3279.H8473P513 2002
- King’s Stacks B3279.H8473P513 2002


- King’s Stacks HD6331.H89M3


- IMS stack NO LOAN P90.I49 1964
- DBW stack P90.I49 1964 c.1, c.2


- SPS stacks B3305 M73 G43


*This edition is not available at Western Libraries.*


*This edition is not available at Western Libraries.*


- DBW stack HQ798.M44 1991


*Also available online through the Western Libraries catalogue.*


- DBW stack T15.M8 1963


- IMS stack NO LOAN P90.P388 1999
- DBW stack P90.P388 1999


- DBW stack DS12.S24 1978 - pantheon
- DBW res 3DAY DS12.S24 1979 - vintage
- HUR stack DS12.S24 1979 vintage

---

**Location Codes:**

Brescia = Brescia University College Library | DWB = Weldon Library | HUR = Huron University College Library
IMS = FIMS-GRC | King’s = King’s University College Library | PRI = Pride Library | SPS = St. Peter’s Seminary Library

- IMS stack NO LOAN HE8689.8.S34 1992
- DBW stack HE8689.8.S34 1992


- DBW stack T14.5.D64 1994
- HUR stack T14.5.D64


- DBW stack P92.C3S58
- HUR stack HN110.Z9M37
- Brescia General Shelving F1029.5.U6S66
- King’s Stacks HN110.Z9M38 c.2


- DBW stack HM554.S65 2003
- King’s Reserve 1 Day Loan HM554.S65R4


- IMS stack NO LOAN PN1992.5.T365 2004
- DBW stack PN1992.5.T365 2004
- HUR stack PN1992.5.T365 2004


- MUS stack TK7881.4.S733 2003


- King’s Stacks HM876.V5713 2006


*2nd edition available electronically via the Western catalogue
*3rd edition not available


- IMS stack NO LOAN HX531.W47 1977
- DBW stack HX531.W47 1977


*Available online through the Western Libraries catalogue.*

---

**Location Codes:**

Brescia = Brescia University College Library | DBW = Weldon Library | HUR = Huron University College Library
IMS = FIMS-GRC | King’s = King’s University College Library | PRI = Pride Library | SPS = St. Peter’s Seminary Library